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Daemen Has Ground Breaking Ceremony For Gym
by Lisa Bowden
September 12, 1983 brought the 
ground breaking ceremony for the 
Daemen Athletic Facility. Presiding 
members at the ceremony were Charles L. 
Lumsden, Board of Trustees, President, 
Robert S: Marshall, Richard Planavsky 
representing Mayor Griffin, Amherst 
Supervisor “Jack” Sharpe, N .Y .S .V .P . of 
the Association of Towns, John R. 
Shearer, and U.S. Congressman Henry J. 
Nowak.
The ceremony was 20 minutes long 
with each dignitary saying a few words 
about the impact of the gym on the com­
munity. President Marshall expressed 
great thanks for all who helped and for the 
patience exhibited by the students while 
awaiting completion of this project. In the 
bidding, a special request for the use of on­
ly American-made steel was made for the 
gym’s construction. Marshall feels this will 
be a step towards supporting the American 
economy.
Many Daemen students and faculty 
were on hand at the ceremony as well as 
reporters from Channels 4 and 7. A  model 
of the Daemen complex remained on the
President Marshall 
requested American- 
made steel because it’s 
“a step toward 
supporting the 
American economy.”
podium throughout the morning for view­
ing by anyone interested. Construction of 
the gym should take 1-2 years before com­
pletion. The general feeling from many of 
the students on the actual completion of 
the gym is basically they will believe it 
when they see it.
Photo by Nancy Grasso/The Ascent
Organization Assists Handicapped
By Jill Debus
Daemen College has a group of 
students who are quite visible but lack a 
unified voice. Everybody’s Organization 
is now being reformed to help this group.
All students are welcome to join 
Everybody’s Organization. The group’s 
function is to assist physically disabled 
students and to make others more aware 
of the needs o f the handicapped. 
Physically challenged students have felt 
for some time that they are put in a cor­
ner and ignored. Everybody’s Organiza­
tion hopes that students will not think that 
the disabled can be made happy by giving 
them their own club; physically challeng­
ed students need to be a part of the entire 
college community, not pushed aside. 
This group fosters social contact and 
understanding between the handicapped 
and the non-handicapped.
In the past, Everybody’s Organization
has pointed out many of the physical bar­
riers on campus. They have arranged for 
dorm 56 to be made accessible for men, 
had water fountains lowered in Duns 
Scotus, and there is now a sturdy railing 
put in 18 E so that some of the handi­
capped can attempt to climb the stairs. 
These problems have been solved, but 
much still needs to be done. Both the 
Library and the Theater aren’t accessible 
to the handicapped.
Another serious problem is that too 
many non-handicapped students crowd 
the elevator so the physically disabled 
can’t get in. Money is a major factor in 
determining which changes are made, 
but no results are possible when problems 
are not recognized and tackled.
Everybody’s Organization will hold its 
first meeting on Tuesday, September 27, 
at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Association 
room in Wick Center. Everybody is en­
couraged to attend.
Photo by Edward Kasprzak Photo by Nancy Grasso/The Ascent
Some members o f Everybody’s Organization (left) and an example of Improved conditions on campus for 
handicapped.
Dr. Robert Marshall, President of Daemen, speaks to reporters after the ground breaking ceremony.
Center For Professional 
Development Newly Staffed
‘ Along with the shuffling due to 
the President’s Initiative For Growth 
Program was the move of some of­
fices to 18E Campus Drive. Last 
September, The Counseling and 
Placement Offices were moved to 
18E because of new offices 
developed under the Title III Grant, 
which were placed in the old con- 
seling offices in Duns Scotus Hall. 
Well, this September brought the 
move of the Continuing Education, 
Cooperative Education and the 
Community Liaison Offices to 18E 
as well, to be collectively known as 
the new Center For Professional 
Development.
Recently, the new directors of the offices 
in 18E were asked if they could write up a 
little summary about themselves and about 
their goals for The future for their office. Ms. 
Nancy Hans (Placement), Mr. Alan 
DeBack (Cooperative Education), Mrs. 
Rosemary Goi (Continuing Education), 
Mr. Richard Homer (Community Liaison), 
and Mr. O ’Gene Donahue (Career Plan­
ning and Counseling) all now have offices 
in the Center.
The Placement Office assists students
and alumni with securing employment in 
their career field or pursuit of advanced 
study. Throughout the year, listings of full­
time, part-time and summer positions are 
posted and published in the JOB OPPOR­
TUNITIES BULLETIN and at the office.
All students and alumni are encouraged 
to develop a credential file and utilize the 
Career Library resources. The library 
houses information career fields, specific 
companies, employment trends, salary 
survey reports, graduate studies and pro­
fessional exams. Also, computer programs 
include job search skills that reinforce topics 
conducted during regularly scheduled 
workshops.
Individual attention is available for 
reviews of cover letters, resumes and inter- 
viewing/networking techniques. Another 
area for student career exploration is 
through participation in the Shadow Pro­
gram. This program provides students and 
alumni with a professional contact in the 
career field through a pre-arranged visit at 
the workplace. In addition, “Career Days” 
are scheduled throughout the year. 
Employers are invited to the college to 
answer questions related to careers and 
distribute resource materials. These recruit­
ment days are publicized to the students 
and alumni with specific job descriptions.
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Welcome to the 1983-84 school year!
The year ahead promises to be a very 
busy and productive one. With the official 
groundbreaking ceremony, we can now 
move ahead with the long awaited 
athletic facility. The gymnasium has been 
planned and designed to meet the 
general physical education needs and in­
terests of the college community.
In the near future, the College will kick 
off a major capital campaign to raise 
funds for the athletic facility, student 
scholarships, chapel renovation, library 
acquisitions and other important needs of 
the College. “ Build a Tomorrow,” the 
theme of our capital campaign for 1983,
captures the spirit of Daemen College as 
planned for the next decade. I challenge 
the administration, faculty and students 
to become involved and support this 
fund-raising effort. Your enthusiasm dur­
ing the campaign is of great importance 
to the success of the drive.
Quality academic programs continue 
to grow and flourish as we meet the 
educational challenges ahead. The 
Center for Professional Development, 
located in 18 Campus East, is offering a 
comprehensive program in career plan­
ning, counseling, job placement, credit 
and c r e d it - fr e e  p ro g ra m s , and 
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On Letters To 
The Editor
Once in a while we like to remind our 
readers about our policy on letters to the 
editor. This column offers a forum for the 
expression of a responsible public opinion. 
Its nature is that of an “exchange of views.” 
The letters column gives you the oppor­
tunity to dialogue with us and to register 
your positions with the entire College com­
munity. When printed, your letter will 
reach about 1,700 students, faculty and 
administration.
Here are some of our guidelines:
1. We don’t print letters that attacl^ the in­
tegrity of individuals or groups.
2. Your comments may be directed to an 
editorial, a feature, a news story, a col­
umn or to some issue of importance - 
locally, nationally, or internationally. 
Your reflections can influence the think­
ing of many other people.
3. Be sure to SIGN your letter and give 
your address and phone number. We 
need these for varification purposes. 
Although we do withhold names upon 
request, we do not print anonymous 
letters.
4. The letters column favors rio view­
points. It is open to all viewpoints. 
Publication of a letter does not imply 
our endorsement or criticism of its con­
tents.
Why not think of writing us a letter? Is 
there any other way you can so easily reach 




A  number of years ago, one of 
the New  York City television sta­
tions (W OR, I think) used to run a 
public affairs spot in which a voice 
ominously asked, “ Do you know 
where your children are tonight?” 
The idea was, o f course, to make 
parents concerned about their 
children — about where they 
were, whom they were with, and 
what they w ere doing. A t 
Daemen, it would be helpful if 
students became equally responsi­
ble and began  asking the 
(ominous) question, “ Do you 
know where your faculty are to­
day?”
The question is worth asking, not
because the Daemen faculty are hot­
wiring cars, mugging senior citizens, or 
dealing drugs. No, the question is worth 
asking because so often you do know 
where the faculty is: when not in the 
classroom, the faculty is often at a 
meeting, usually with the Dean of the 
College, as the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs is currently known.
And why should that fact worry you? 
Because the nature of the beast (college 
faculty, that is) is to learn and to teach 
what has been learned to students and to 
each other. And that takes time: time to 
read, time to study, time in libraries, time 
in laboratories, time writing, time deliver­
ing papers, time attending conferences, 
time explaining to students and col­
leagues. Even at institutions (such as 
Daemen) where faculty teach four 
courses per semester, time is available for 
this kind o f necessary search and
“Meeting: a magical 
word that gives the user 
license, to read 
handouts to a captured 
audience last seen 
gnawing on its own 
brain.”
established Communication Skills Center 
will offer remedial and developmental 
support services for students. Located on 
the ground floor of Lourdes Hall, the 
Center will serve as a resource for ad­
vanced research, learning and teaching 
techniques.
Daemen has achieved academic ex­
cellence and in recent years, has 
strengthened and broadened our com­
munity partnership in Western New 
York. This year is an important one for 
the College, and I welcome your involve­
ment and participation.
Dr. Robert S. Marshall 
President o f Daemen College
research. At least it was available at 
Daemen until meetings with the deans of 
the college (full and otherwise), paid con­
sultants (the hired guns and confidence 
men o f academia), and assorted other 
administrators (past, present and future) 
began to demand their time. (“ A d ­
ministrator” : an interesting word that 
once meant one who ministers to, one 
who serves; now it means something 
else.) Presently, the little time that should 
go towards scholarly endeavors (both 
published and not) and significant com­
mittee work is squandered while one ad­
ministrator or other says “ meeting,” a 
magical word that gives the user license 
to read handouts to a captured audience 
last seen gnawing on its own brain. (The 
capture, incidentally, is effected by 
means of abusing something called con­
tractual obligations; if you don’t know 
what this administrative droit de seigneur 
means, consult any faculty member 
found outside a meeting room.) The aim 
of these meetings is not, I admit, to bore 
faculty; that’s just the effect. No. the no­
ble aim is to improve the quality of the 
education that you receive in return for 
your tuition bucks.
But meetings such as these have, alas, 
nothing to do with anyone’s education.
They have to do virtually exclusively with 
the bureaucratic functioning of the col­
lege  administration. (C o llege  ad ­
ministrators tend to proliferate, like rab­
bits, if fed the aphrodisiac Title III, 
manufactured by your federal Agway.)
The punch-drunk faculty have re­
ceived more than its share o f left 
boredoms to the head and can’t very well 
be expected to engage in the kind of 
serious scholarship and scholarly 
teaching that you as students deserve. At 
this point in time, we can hardly be blam­
ed if at the very mention o f the word 
“ meeting” we go reeling into center ring 
for another blow to the head. W e’re risk­
ing brain damage. N o  honest boxing 
commission would tolerate this; you 
shouldn’t either.
Dr. Robert A . Morace 
English Department
P.S. According to an article in the 
September 9, 1983 Buffalo News, die gym 
will be situated “ in front of the College’s 
main administration building.” Funny, I 
always thought of Duns Scotus as die 
College’s main classroom building. Maybe 
this is a journalistic mistake. Then again, 









to the person who 
writes an opening 
and closing poem 
for this year’s book. 





Deadline is Oct. 1 
All entries can be 
b  put in the Summit 
Mailbox behind 
Wick Desk.
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ANDRE I1ANNOTTE
A Tribute...
By Sharon-Kathleen O ’Connor
On July 24, 1983, Mr. Andre J. 
Hannotte, a well-known foreign 
language teacher at Daemen, died 
of cancer.
He was bom in 1926, in Verviers, 
Belgium, where he attended high school; 
he later attended law school at the Univer­
sité Catholique de Louvain. He then 
served in the Belgian Army in W W2 and 
rose to the rank of Sergeant before die war 
ended. He came to America in 1948 and 
worked his way through college, earning 
his Bachelors degree from the University of 
New York, and his Masters Degree in 
French from Teacher’s College of Colum­
bia University. He taught in two high 
schools before coming to Rosary Hill Col­
lege as an instructor later, then an Assistant 
Professor of French. He left in 1964 to be a 
Coordinator of Foreign Languages in the 
Williamsville School District, but returned to 
Daemen College in 1966 as an Associate 
Professor of French. After that, except for 
one Sabatical leave, Monsieur Hannotte 
stayed with Daemen College. Over the 
summers, he taught in high schools and 
colleges and worked at various blue collar 
jobs.
He once told a newspaper reporter (in 
The Buffalo News): “I’ve always liked to 
Work with my hands. I’m a bom peasant. 
Oh, I know with this Labor Day I will turn 
into a Professor once more, but I will still be 
a peasant.”
Prof. Hannotte was known by most of 
the Daemen faculty, and his jokes cheered 
many a depressed person. But people 
most of all will remember his courage. 
Andre Hannotte was never a quitter. He 
helped all of his students and friends to look 
at the brighter side of life. He had a ready 
smile, a cheerful laugh, and encouraging 
words that made people realize that life isn’t 
all bad. Even while he was faced with a 
brain tumor, months of radiation, and con­
stant pain and suffering, Monsieur 
Hannotte smiled. ;
Some of his close friends wrote their 
memories about their colleague:
Dr. Edward Cuddy:
Mr. Hannotte in a 1977 photo.
“ It’s hard to imagine Daemen without 
him. He used to always come in early in 
the morning, with his . latest joke then drop 
out. One time he came in the room I was 
studying in and asked, ‘What are you do­
ing, Cuddy? Sitting around doing nothing?’ 
And I said, ‘Yeah, they’re paying me to 
think.’ Andre laughed, and said, ‘Well, 
that’s money down the tube.’ He always 
had jokes about whimsical things. His jokes 
were often critical, bordering on sarcasm, 
but Andre had no hostility. There was 
always a gentle kindness about him.
“He was secretary of the Faculty Senate 
and had to write the minutes. When we 
received the minutes, they were well writ­
ten and there was always a gentle poking of 
fun at the faculty members.
“ I would sometimes drive him to his 
radiation treatments, and he would come 
out with that burden on his shoulders, and
there was still a glow in his eyes. I’H always 
remember that glow...”
Dr. Edward J. McMahon:
“Surely, those who knew him well will 
remember Professor Hannotte for his cun­
ning wit and remarkable sense of humor. 
He was a seemingly endless catalog of 
jokes and anecdotes.
“I enjoyed most his very subtle puns and 
plays on words. Reading committees 
meeting minutes is, at best, another facet of 
the workday. Reading minutes authored by 
Professor Hannotte was sheer pleasure. His 
cutting and sometimes irreverent commen­
tary were often able to lighten up a tense 
situation.
“With offices nearly adjacent, I was 
visited at least daily, if not more frequently. 
I will miss tremendously these visits, for 
Professor Hannotte and I were both good 
friends and confidants. Most often, when a 
problefh arose, we would discuss it, and he 
would usually be able to shed a new light or 
a creative perspective on it.
“Now, as I enter the third floor of Duns 
Scotus, I can almost see him walking down 
the hall, coffee cup in hand, and puffing 
feverishly on his pipe. That sweet aroma 
still permeates his office complex. It is, in a 
way, ari ever present reminder.
“Professor Hannotte was a predictable 
constant, an anchor in a sea of change. It is 
that that I will miss most.”
Dr. James A. Moran:
“During this past summer, Daemen Col­
lege lost one of its finest and most 
dedicated faculty members, Professor 
Andre Hannotte of the Modem Language 
Department. Over the past several years, 
Andre Hannotte and i have shared lunch 
hours three days a week. I always looked 
forward to encountering his lively wjt and 
intelligence. I learned much from his in­
terest in, and knowledge of language, 
culture and history. Bom and educated in 
Belgium, Professor Hannotte had a firm 
sense of the ‘old world’ standards of ex­
cellence in education. Small liberal arts col­
leges such cis Daemen establish their 
uniqueness and quality by having a core of 
dedicated faculty, such as Professor 
Hannotte, who have a long history of in­
sistence on quality and competence. Pro­
fessor Hannotte was one of the pillars of 
Daemen. Over the years, many of his past 
students continued to write him, a definite 
sign of his impact on them.
“ In my visits with him during the last 
months o f his life, Professor Hannotte 
continued to manifest the dignity, in­
telligence, and wit that characterized his 
presence at Daemen. I will always 
remember and cherish his nobility of 
character. I have lost a good friend and 
fellow journeyman in education.”
Jeanne G. Healy:
“ I first met Mr. Hannotte when I joined 
his French 101 class in the Fall ’82 
semester. After having completed the Fall 
term, I enrolled in 102 and at that time 
expressed my concern to him about the 
difficulties I might face in my future 
studies. Mr. Hannotte was very impatient 
with me because of my anxiety. He felt 
that your strength comes from your at­
titude and one must be positive about 
e ve ry th in g  on e must fa c e . H e 
demonstrated this in his own courage in 
facing his future. I will always remember 
Mr. Hannotte.”
Father Thomas A. McHugh:
“When I first met Andre, I niavely 
assumed that he was a Frenchman...and 
nothing seemed to fit my preconceptions. 
It was only when I discovered that he was 
a Belgian that so many unfocused im­
pressions came together and began to 
make sense.
“His classical education paralleled my 
own, and we nostagically deplored the
demise of such an approach in modem 
education; our mutual affinity probably 
first arose from out shared self-perception 
as ‘displaced persons’ in a world that has 
passed us by! But all was redeemed by 
Andre’s persistent sense of humor and his 
mordant but delightful self-mockery.
“ Frankly, the only time I actually 
looked forward in anticipatory delight to 
the usually desiccated minutes of a Facul­
ty Senate meeting was when Andre was 
Secretary; he was able to convey the 
substance o f the meeting but always with 
his own unique flavor and with, at time, 
the sardonic observations of a modern 
day Pertronius. He could find humor in 
everything, but only because he could 
first of all find humor in himself.
“He was truly the peasant he con­
sidered himself to be, because he coupled 
a deep rustic wisdom with a broad urbane 
intelligence. He was delightfully cynical 
without any caustic bitterness; he was en- 
joyably sardonic without any derisive 
ridicule.
. “ He was cheese and bread, he was wit 
and charm, he was a gentle man and a 
gentleman; he was very good company. 
He was Andre. He was good to know, 
good to be with, good to remember.”
Karen Cuddy and Sha O ’Connor:
“W e ’ll never forget the way he laughed 
when his questions were in French and 
our answers were in German. He gave us 
the nickname ‘Double Trouble’ , which we 
lived up to withqut effort. Those favored 
pink slips announcing his absence 
became our regret.
“After his death, we felt cheated by his 
absence, until we learned that his ashes 
were being strewn over the Swiss Alps. 
W e then knew Monsieur Hannotte was 
going home.
“ M. Hannotte, from me (Karen) to 
you, you’ll never know how much your 
concern during my illness, was ap­
preciated — and I just wanted you ^to 
know, I’m okay...”
Monsieur Hannotte, from the teachers 
that knew you, and from the students 
you taught, we would all like you to 
know, we will always love and miss
The Doe
(to Andre)
Not just her beauty bums my mind - 
Silky pearlgrey coat, moist brown eyes 
Pinktinged ears pointed and delicate.
She came crashing carefree, careless 
through
The Autumn wood straight on. Then 
twenty feet away
Startled by a voice, she stopped — so 
suddenly
Her breath came rushing on in trembling 
gasps,
Stockstill she stood a timeless, fractured 
while
Poised — posing. Then with a perfect 
tour jete
She disappeared among the dappling 
trees.
No, not- mere loveliness disturbs my soul 
And spawns vague fear within my awe- 
filled heart:
In interrupted freedom, in joy intruded 
By the unexpected, in panic, even ter­
ror — in all
She never faltered, never lost her grace.
you... Elizabeth S. O ’Neil
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NEWS
Jambro Explains the Financial End of 
Marshall’s ‘Growth’ Program
1st of 3 Parts
By Robert Macre
Back in January of this year, Dr. 
Robert S. Marshall, President of 
Daemen, introduced his Initiative 
For Growth Program in a report to 
the College Administration. In this 
report, he pointed out that he has 
been studying the development of 
Daemen College during the past 
decade and preparing to help the 
institution move into the next phase 
of its development. He continued to 
point out that small, private colleges 
will not survive in the 1980’s unless 
it thoughtfully evaluates its current 
position and plans for the future.
In order to ensure such development of 
the College, President Marshall initiated 
steps in four important areas to guide the 
College’s growth, quality, and stability. 
They are as follows: 1) increase financial 
resources other than tuition; 2) improve the 
academic and non-academic experiences 
of students at Daemen; 3) make manage­
ment of the College more efficient and ef­
fective; and 4) ensure that the College’s 
growth is orderly and consistent with its 
mission. In carrying out some of these goals 
of this Growth Report, funds obtained from 
a grant from the Dept, of Education 
through Title III Administration will be uti­
lized.
Last September, for those who aren’t 
familiar with it, Daemen was awarded a 
$2.3 million grant from the Dept, of Educa­
tion to fund seven programs at the College. 
The seven programs are; Management In- 
formatin System (MIS), the Private Sector 
Fund (Development), Retention Manage­
ment, Faculty Development, new aca­
demic programs, a Communication Skills 
Center, and a Center for Professional 
Development, all of which affect and are à 
part of the President’s Initiative For Growth 
Program.
Taking a closer look at this Report, it can 
be broken down into three main objectives: 
development of resources other than tui­
tion to aid the College, administrative 
reorganization and intergration at all levels 
of acedemic and non-academic functions, 
and to provide the most effective and effi­
cient management of the College for the 
1980’s as well as keeping the growth of the 
College constant with its mission. This arti­
cle deals with the development of resources 
other than tuition to aid the College. The 
other two objectives will be discussed in up­
coming issues.
Dr. Thomas Jambro, Director of 
Development, is currently working on a 
major Capital Fund Campaign kicked off 
on September 20. It is scheduled to run 
through February, 1984. The theme of this 
campaign is “Build a Tomorrow” and its 
goal is to raise $1.25 million. Currently, 
$500,000 of this goal has been met. This 
Capital Fund Campaign is separated into 
three donor divisions: the College Division, 
the Major Gift Division, and the Primary 
Gift Division.
The College Gift Division is for the facul­
ty, staff, administration and students who 
want to donate. One of the above might 
want to, for example, donate a certain 
amount of money raised as a function or 
out of their own pockets either to a par­
ticular scholarship fund or to a certain office 
or item to be purchased (e.g., lockers for 
the gym). If neither option suits them, they 
could just donate it . to the Captial Fund 
Campaign for the College. It depends on 
their interest.
In the Major. Gift Division, you have to 
donate in excess of $5,000 to be placed in 
this catagory. Usually, according to 
Jambro, foundations, large businesses and 
financially affluent individuals donate to this 
division.
The Primary Gift Division includes all 
other donations under $5,000. Donors in 
this catagory include small businesses and 
local individuals.
Dr. Jambro noted two areas of giving: 
the Deferred (Planned) Giving and the Stu­
dent Scholarship Giving. In the Deferred 
Giving, friends of the College donate 
money. For example, when someone dies, 
the next of kin or a friend might want to 
leave some money from the deceased’s 
estate or will to the College in “loving 
remembrance.” Another example would 
be last April’s phone-a-thon, for which 
some Daemen students got together to 
contact alumni of the College to see if they 
would donate money. These donations are 
part of the Gift Division.
Under the Student Scholarship Giving, 
some of the programs have been with the 
College for a while, and others are newly 
established. Under both these areas of 
fund-raising, there are several programs 
designed to bring in money. Below is a 
listing.
By Gina Marie Pettitt
Many of Daemen’s professors 
don’t remain at Daemen for a great 
length of time, but recently, a party 
was held to honor one who has re­
mained for perhaps longer than 
usual. Sister Jeanne File was 
honored at a cocktail lawn party, 
Saturday, September 10, 1983.
Thirty-five years ago when she began 
working at Daemen, Sister Jeanne was the 
youngest. faculty member; now thirty-five 
years later she is the oldest. Sister Jeanne 
was the chairman of Daemen’s Art Depart­
ment from 1948-1972. She now teaches 
Art History, Art Reading List, and a 
Seminar In Art. Sister Jeanne has held 
summer positions at such colleges as 
Catholic University, Boston University, and 
the University of San Francisco. She has 
also given lectures on art in 20 states. She is 
also the author of Current Concepts o f Art.
Sister Jeanne received her Bachelor of 
Science Degree from Mount Saint Joseph 
College. She then earned her PhD. and 
Master of Arts Degree from Catholic 
University. Sister Jeanne is very 
knowledgeable about her field. At the 
cocktail party, Dr. Marshall recalled a visit 
to the Albright-Knox where he and Sr.
The Memorial Scholarship Fund — This 
fund was established to provide financial 
assistance to competent students with 
significant academic and leadership poten­
tial. A  gift can be given in recognition of 
another individual or in loving remem­
brance.
J.M. Jason Scholarship Fund and U.S. 
Energy Corp. Scholarship Fund — This 
fund is unrestricted. That is, it is available to 
any student with strong academics and in­
terests.
Sr. Jeanne File, O.S.F. Art Scholar­
ship — This fund was recently established 
for students in the Art concentration who 
have proven excellence in academics. Sr. 
Jeanne has been teaching at Daemen for 
35 years. The scholarship was established 
in her honor. On Saturday, Sept. 10, a 
lawn cocktail party was held ifi the back of 
Rosary Hall to raise funds for this scholar­
ship.
John Masterson English Scholar­
ship — This too was recently established 
for students in the English concentration 
who prove excellence in academics. Mr. 
Masterson, like Sr. Jeane, has'also been 
teaching at Daemen for 35 years. In March 
of next year, a cocktail party in honor of 
Mr. Masterson will be held to raise funds for 
this scholarship..
35 Years
Jeanne were followed by a group of people 
who found Sr. Jeanne’s lecture more in­
teresting than that of the trained guides.
The cocktail party was chaired by Elaine 
Scwab Zillion, a grad gate of the Class of 
’64. A  scholarship fund has been set up for 
art students. The scholarship fund will be 
known as “Dr. Jeanne File, O.S.F. Art 
Scholarship” . Dr. Marshall believes that the 
fund has already raised nearly five thou­
sand dollars. This will benefit future art 
majors.
Parents Club Scholarship Fund — For 
students who show potential and ex­
cellence. The Parents Club will be holding a 
cocktail party in October to raise money for 
this scholarship.
Gift Club Program — This was started 
by Dr. Jambro in an effort to bring in new 
money in support of Daemen. This pro­
gram has four separate clubs within it, 
depending on the amount of your dona­
tion. The President’s Club consists of 
donors who give in excess of $1,000. The 
Ambassador’s Club has donors who give 
between $500 and $999. The Century 
Club has donors of $100 to $499. The 
Loyalty Club has donors of $25 to $99.
Daemen Associates — The Associates 
raise money in support of special programs 
at Daemen.
The Annual Scholarships Dinner also 
contributes to the Capital Fund Campaign.
Jambro pointed out that “They (the 
scholarships) will grow in the future. Peo­
ple will be glad we have the funds there.”
Staff Changes
By Robert Macre 
Editor-in-Chief
The new semester has brought some 
changes on The Ascent’s Editorial 
Board. All positions took effect the first 
week of school.
Sharon-Kathleen O ’Connor, a 
sophomore Special Education major, is 
the new Managing Editor. Ms. O ’Con­
nor was the Managing Editor of her high 
school newspaper in Bellport, L.I. Prior 
to this position, Ms. O ’Connor was 
Features Editor. She is also the new 
Editor of A  Step Ascending, Deamen’s 
academic journal.
Gina Marie Pettitt took over the posi­
tion Ms. O ’Connor vacated. Ms. Pettitt 
has been with The Ascent for three 
years now. Prior to this new position, 
Ms. Pettitt was Copy Editor. She is also 
a Special Education major. She is a 
native o f the Syracuse area.
Richard Benslar is a senior Business 
Administration major and the new 
Advertising Manager. Mr. Benslar has 
received several recommendation letters 
from past employers for his fine perfor­
mances and has completed an intern­
ship this past spring at WBFO-FM Radio 
in Buffalo, where he was a Marketing 
Assistant. He’s from Newburgh, N .Y.
Craig Sherlock comes to The Ascent 
as Business Manager. Mr. Sherlock is a 
senior Medical Records Administration 
major who has experience with book­
keeping and finance from his internship 
and affiliations at Daemen. He has also 
taken several business courses in high 
school and here to help broaden his 
background. He is also co-writer of The 
Ascent’s “Dining-Out” column. He is 
originally from Niverville, N .Y ., located 
just south of Albany.




Elaine Weinstein, Conference 
Director at Daemen, has one main 
objective, to develop conference 
opportunities during the summer at 
Daemert. During the summer of 
1983, there were two major con­
ferences held here at the campus.
The Lay Dominican Conference was 
held at Daemen from August 4-7 with 200 
people attending of which 150 people 
stayed in Lourdes Hall. Their activities 
ranged from meetings, speakers, and
prayers, to socials. Mrs. Weinstein believes 
it was a good experience for both the Col­
lege and the members of the Lay 
Dominican Organization.
The Youth Group of the Church of 
Latter-Day Saints had a conference from 
August 19-21. There were only twenty-two 
participants which was due mainly on the 
youth . group’s inexperience. Overall, 
everyone enjoyed themselves.
What is planned for the summer of 
1984? Since Daemen does have good 
facilities, there are two more conferences 
planned for the month of May. The 
Catholic Youth Leadership Conference
and a Hugh O ’Brien Leadership Seminar 
are being planned with the estimation of 
150 people attending. Along with con­
ferences, Daemen also offers opportunities 
to the P.T .A . and other such organizations 
for one day meetings. Weddings are 
sometimes held at Daemen.
Elaine Weinstein works hard to identify 
potential groups which would benefit by the 
College. She is currently working on a 
brochure on the facilities Daemen has and 
the opportunities available.
If there are any suggestions please con­
tact Elaine Weinstein at ext. 253 or stop by 
her office located in Wick Center.
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THE NEW S.A.
New S.A. Board 
Plots Out Upcoming Year
by Mary Gennaro
The 1983-84 Student Handbook 
of Daemen College refers to the 
Student Association as, “The single 
most important element in the stu­
dent self-governing process...” 
Students who are new to the col­
lege or those who are unfamiliar 
with what is commonly referred to 
as S.A. should know that every stu­
dent is a member of the Student 
Association. The Student Activities 
Fee you pay each semester pro­
vides the budget on which the 
Association operates and makes 
you an automatic member of the 
organization.
The students who will be representing 
the student body in the S.A. for this 
Academic year are:
William Whelan - President
Rich Bommer - Vice President for the 
Governing Board
Scott Peterson - Vice President for Pro­
gramming
Tammy Carpenter - Secretary
John Baird - Treasurer
Russell Nelson - Business Manager
Mark Nagel - Senior Class Represen­
tative
Ton i G ianfortone - Junior Class 
Representative
Deb Harrington - Sophomore Class 
Representative
Ursula Brown - Resident Council 
Representative
All-Campus Senators - Chris Opladen, 
Janine Dietrich, Mike Sterlacci, and Dot 
Thom.
The Freshman Class Representative has 
yet to be elected. According to Elizabeth 
Berent, Administrative Assistant for Stu­
dent Affairs, elections for Freshman Class 
Representative will be held September
26-28 in Wick Center. According to 
Deborah Schrimmel, President of the 
Commuter Council, elections for their 
representative to S.A. will be held soon.
The Student Handbook again states 
that, “The elected members of the Student 
Association constitute the Senate. Its pur­
pose is to act as your official representative,
Photo by Nancy Grasso/The Ascent
Will Whalen, new president of the Student Association.
S.A. President Reveals His Secrets 
In An Exclusive Interview With The Ascent
by Susan M. Picerno
One again the students of 
Daemen College are looking 
ahead to another academic year. 
One institution which will greatly 
affect the quality of the social and 
academic life at Daemen is the 
Student Association (S .A .). The 
new President of this student con­
gress is William Whelan, a senior. I 
interviewed Will recently on his 
decision to run for President and 
the new focus S.A . will take under 
his administration.
Q: What influenced your decision to 
run for President of the Student Associa­
tion last year? .
WW: I had been on the Student 
Association for two years, and I had been 
Treasurer and Vice-President of Govern­
ing, which is an executive officer position. 
I decided that since there were alot of 
things proposed during those two years 
which were goals and plans for the future 
of the Student Association, I would run 
for the Presidency so that I could insure 
that these goals would be met. Besides, I 
did not want to be on S.A. in any capaci­
ty other than Chairman of the Senate and 
President of the Association because I 
figured that I could get more done as 
President than in any other position. 
Hopefully, I will do a good job.
Q: Do you think there is strong support
for the Student Association? Do you feel 
that commuters and residents view S.A. 
differently?
WW: Well, I think that there could be a 
lot more student participation in the Stu­
dent Association since it is their organiza­
tion. Unfortunately, it seems like 
residents are more involved than com­
muters, although I cannot say that for 
certain. I had Organization Days on Tues­
day, September 13, and Thursday, 
September 15 where I made sure we got 
students involved. I wanted commuters 
over there, and I wanted them to get in­
volved. W e will be forming committees 
and there will be things for them to do.
Also, everyone is invited to the S.A . 
meetings, which are now tentatively set at 
Monday nights at 7:30 p.m .'Th is time 
may be changed in the future to better ac­
commodate the student representatives 
who have Monday night classes.
Q: Now that you are President, what 
changes would you like to make in the 
way S.A . is run?
WW: It is not really that I would like to 
see the Student Association run different­
ly, but more efficiently — so that when a 
person is supposed to get something 
done, he gets it done. But if he can’t, he 
should be able to fall back on other peo­
ple. Don’t take on so much responsibility 
if you can’t handle it; I wouldn’t want to 
give anyone too much responsibility and 
then have them say, “Well, I’m too busy 
with school and I couldn’t get it done.” I 
would rather have them give back the
assignment for me to delegate to some­
one else or do it myself. This way we can 
avoid unexpected delays and become 
more efficient.
Q: What S .A . sponsored events will be 
coming up during the year?
WW: So far, we have sponsored most 
of Super September Weekend (Sept­
ember 2-4). Last week we had two 
Organization Days. All the organizations 
came and set up a table. The object was 
to get the students, faculty and ad­
ministration to know what the organiza­
tions are all about, and to get involved in 
all organizations on campus.
Because it is early in the year, all other 
activities are still in the planning stages.
Q: Is there anything you would like to 
add?
WW: I think that we are going to have 
a really good year, because we have a 
new Dean for Academic Affairs and a 
new Dean for Student Affairs. W e have a 
lot of good people back this year and a 
good Student Senate. The Gym is being 
built and improvements are being made 
in the dorms. The initiative for growth 
and improvement is starting to work and 
 ̂the students should participate in all the 
organizations, including S.A. Getting in­
volved in the school is a big part of the 
college experience. The student should 
try to make Daemen a better place to 
study, learn and grow. Only if you really 
make the effort can you then have the 
right to complain about certain things be­
ing wrong.
to articulate your views and to care for your 
best interests with the administration and 
the faculty, along with other campus 
groups and the public in general.” In reality, 
these official duties translate into providing 
funding for various campus organizations 
like the Resident Council, the Ascent, the 
Ski Club, etc., contributing to various 
school purchases such as athletic equip­
ment or school vans, and sponsoring 
general campus activities, along with pro­
viding for important student input and 
representation where and when needed, 
and carrying out many other important 
duties.
Will Whelan is “looking forward to a 
good year as the President of the S .A .” He 
feels that there are many good things going 
on this year at Daemen. He cites the con­
struction of the gym as just one of these, 
and, feeling that S.A. has a “good board to 
work with,” he plans to “build on this 
positive momentum” on which the college 
is moving.
The Student Association has already 
.sponsored an Organization Day, held 
September 13th and 15th. This allowed 
representatives from various school groups 
and organizations, including S.A., to 
advertise themselves to the students. It 
gave students a chance to learn more about 
the organization and to join any if they 
wished.
Movies will be sponsored throughout the 
year by S.A. They will be shown Friday 
and Sunday nights at 7 p.m. and Friday 
afternoons at 3 p.m. in Wick Social Room 
or Room 34 in Dun Scotus. Additionally, 
the Student Association will be sponsoring 






TE M PO R AR Y 
F A LL  HOURS
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
FREE TUTORING 
For all Daemen College Students
FREE TRAINING 
For effective reading, writing, 
listening, computer literacy, and 
interpersonal skills
FREE ASSISTANCE 
With methods of studying and 
handling stress
DIALOG* SERVICES 
For online Bibliographic 
Research
‘ Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. and Trademark
Office
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FEATURE PILE
‘Serious Moonlight’ Shines Over Aud
by Deirdre Finn
I have never felt farther away from David 
Bowie than I did on die night of September 
5 at die Memorial Auditorium. As I 
watched him prancing elegandy on the 
stage, cool and blond, 1 felt hotter and 
sweatier than ever.
Bowie appeared fashionably late, keep­
ing us waiting for half an hour. Everyone 
went wild when he appeared, and 
throughout the show every turn and shake 
brought the house down. I was sitting up in 
the blues — just close . enough to see 
Bowie’s well-tailored suit, and too far away 
to see his face. Bowie was backed by 
several wild and crazy guitar players and a 
three-man horn section.
The stage was decorated with four large
“...every turn and 
shake (he made) 
brought the house 
down.”
columns of clear plastic, and on one side a 
huge pointing hand which glowed in dif­
ferent colors. Bowie stepped inside one of 
the columns to sing “Space Oddity” , which 
made him look like some other worldly 
creature.
He sang “Let’s Dance” early on in the 
show, and I wished I could have danced 
also. Bowie did a good deal of dancing 
himself and at one point took off his jacket 
and threw it into the crowd. He also sang
“China Girl” , Cat People” and other recent 
songs. He then went on to do excellent 
versions of many old favorites, such as 
“Fame” , “Station to Station” , “Rebel, 
Rebel” by the Rolling Stones, “Young 
Americans” , and “Jean Genie” .
During “Station to Station” , a huge globe 
was brought out on to the stage and Bowie 
tossed it to the audience for them to play
with. He did “Satisfaction” , which felt like a 
tribute to the Stones. After two encores, 
Bowie left, having played for exactly two 
hours.
As I slid down the slime-covered ramps 
out of the auditorium, it seemed that while 
the'audience had had a great time, they 
weren’t sorry to leave and get some air.
Claim s of Psychic 
Powers Is Topic
BUFFALO, N .Y . — The Com- 
mittee for the Scientific Investigation 
of Claims of the Paranormal 
(CSICOP) will hold an international 
meeting of its members on October 
28 and 29 at the State University of 
New York at Buffalo.
This will be the first meeting of CSICOP 
members in Buffalo since the committee’s 
founding in 1976 by Dr. Paul Kurtz, pro­
fessor of philosophy at UB.
Titled “Science, Skepticism and the 
Paranormal,” the conference will feature 
reports by members from Europe and the 
United Kingdom on the state of belief in the 
paranormal world-wide; a presentation by 
magician and author James Randi and his 
two cohorts in Project Alpha, an experi­
ment which discredited research being con­
ducted at the McDonnell Laboratory for 
Psychical Research; reports on animal 
mutilations, star maps and UFO’s, and 
discussions of the evidence for para­
psychology, paranormal health cures and 
why people believe in the paranormal.
CSICOP members, who number about 
200 world-wide, investigate claims of 
psychic powers or paranormal experiences. 
Humanist philosopher Kurtz, who serves as 
the group’s chairman, says CSICOP was 
formed as a loose organization of scientists 
and skeptics who believe that there is a 
need to disseminate critical information to 
the public about dubious claims of various 
“cult” figures and groups.
More information about the conference 




Isn’t the wonder of summer 
grand? Beaches and parks full of 
bikini clad personnel soaking up the 
sun’s rays, amusement parks bom­
barded with thrill-seekers waiting 
desperately on overlong lines for 10 
minute death rides, and, of course, 
air-conditioned movie houses jam­
med with anxious, unescorted 
youths watching over 90 minutes of 
shock, adventure comedy and/or 
sex. But the summer is over now, 
and it’s time for a large part of the 
summer audience to head back to 
school. So let’s take a look at some 
of the flicks which made it big, did 
marginally well, or flopped all the 
way to the dump.
Let’s start with the most eagerly awaited 
and best received of all, the tail end of the 
Star Wars Trilogy, Return o f the Jedi. For 
those who haven’t heard of this one, 
welcome back to reality.
In this final entry to the wonderful space 
adventure series, Luke Skywalker and 
company battle against all odds to defeat 
his heavy breathing dad, Darth Vader, and 
the powerful empire. It’s about two hours of 
thrilling chases and remarkable battle
scenes. Costly attempts were made in 
order to top the first two hits, and the at­
tempts were successful. The special effects 
were more dazzling and visually stunning 
than those of its predecessors. Weird 
creatures also enhance the setting from the 
monstrous aliens in Jabba the Hutt’s castle 
to the cute teddybear-like forest dwellers 
known as Ewoks.
Jedi is the conclusion of the middle 
trilogy of a proposed nine part series. At 
this point, it doesn’t matter whether the 
other six will be made or not. The Star 
Wars saga, simple though the story may 
be, will venture into classic form.
Wargames is another fine, entertaining 
gem which is fun with frightening over­
tones. In this one, a simple computer is set 
against the threat of nuclear war. Matthew 
Broderick, a promising young actor, plays 
David, a computer whiz who enjoys his 
newly acquired present so much so that he 
uses it to make accommodating changes in 
his high school grades. The fun begins 
when he accidentally plugs into the govern­
ment’s computer system and creates actual 
nuclear attack warnings thinking it’s only a 
game. There is a lot of excitement along 
the way and enough humor to keep the 
spirits up.
Roger Moore and Sean Connery are 
back this year as agent 007 James Bond. 
Connery’s film, Never Say Never Again is
set for release this fall. Moore hit the screen 
this Summer with his latest Bond epic, 
Octopussy. The fomula here is familiar but 
slightly complicated. Bond sets out to stop 
a jewelry smuggling ring and uncovers a 
plot to destroy a U.S. airbase with an 
atomic bomb. Bond does more stunts than 
file average New York City cab driver. He 
leaps onto a speeding train, outruns a heat 
seeking missile, and the best o f all stunts, 
he hitches a ride on a plane from the out­
side. All is unmistakably unrealistic, but 
quite fun nevertheless. Fans of the 007 
series will enjoy every second.
Almost all critics saw the dance film, 
Flashdance as one of the Worst of file year. 
It wasn’t as bad as some said, and the box 
office success can vouch for that. The 
whole idea is a bit preposterous and the 
editing is less than perfect, but a mixture of 
top notch dancing with a simple love story 
create an, aura of charm. Beautiful young 
newcomer, Jennifer Beals stars as a welder 
by day who gets rid of her hardhat by night 
and dances up a storm at a local club. The 
dance numbers are terrific but are cut short 
at times. Marine Jahan, who wasn’t given 
credit at all, was Beals stand-in and did the 
actual dancing.
Earlier this year, tragedy struck on the set 
of Twilight Zone: The Movie. Actor Vic 
Morrow and two little children died while 
filming the movie. The movie consisted of 
four inner movies (plots). Only one of them 
was original. The other three were simple 
remakes of old T.V . episodes. The best of 
the lot was George Miller’s reworking of 
Nightmare at 30,000 Feet about a frighten­
ed air traveler who’s convinced that he sees 
a strange creature trying to destroy the 
plane’s wings.
Twilight Zone was also eagerly awaited, 
but turned out to be disappointing. Perhaps 
more time, better direction and some pa­
tience in the making of Zone might have 
resulted in something slightly decent. In­
stead, the result was a quicky release and 
material which would have been shunned 
by the late Rod Serling.
One fine example of a film series gone 
sour is Superman HI. A  corny story along 
with disastrous special effects shrinks our 
superhero into a slapstick comic. Not even 
the presence of the funny Richard Pryor 
saves this bomb.
3-D made its way into file summer 
movie like leeches on skin. Word is out that 
if it’s in 3-D, it’s not top quality film making. 
Jaws 3-D, The Man Who Wasn’t There, 
and Metalstorm are prime examples of 
gimmicky films in strong need of substance.
Another trend which didn’t die this 
summer was the teeney-bopper sex com­
edy. The only one worth a look is Risky 
Business, about a nice young man who 
turns his house into a brothel while his 
parents are away. Those not worthy of 
anything are, Class, Porky’s II, Private 
School, and Getting It On. If this par­
ticular trend turns out something in­
telligent, it will be a miracle.
When pondering about some of these 
so-called summer block-busters, one real­
ly begins to wonder if it is at all worth 
shelling out $5 to see something as silly as 
the neighbor next door. Now  I patiently 
await what the Christmas season will con­
jure up! Hold on to your seats, Folks; it’ll 
probably have a crash landing!
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‘Hamlet Light’ 
Opens At Theatre #3
Director Josef Krysiak an­
nounced revised plans for the 
grand opening of his new perfor­
mance facility, named Theater 
N o. 3. The new stage, located at 
545 Elmwood Avenue in Buffalo, 
was originally scheduled to open 
on September 16 and will now 
have its inaugural on Friday, 
September 23 at 8:00 p.m. in a 
special fund raising performance 
to benefit the facility.
“ Hamlet Light” , a comedic theater 
piece devised by Mr. Krysiak based on 
Shakespeare’s famous tragedy, will be 
the premiere offering of Theater N o. 3. 
Performances, in addition to opening 
night, will take place on Saturday, 
September 24 and Thursdays, Fridays, 
and Saturdays through Ocotber 15.
In describing “ Hamlet Light” , Mr. 
Krysiak states, “ I decided to create a 
popular entertainment piece out of the 
p sy ch o lo g ica l^  abyss o f H a m le t. 
Shakespeare’s play is unpredictable, 
bombastic, beautiful, and at times trite. 
W e’ll be all of that, with a few  surprises.”
Mr. Krysiak, who will appear in 
“ Hamlet Light” , has not performed on 
Buffalo stages since the late 1960’s. As a 
director, his most recent production was 
the highly-acclaimed 1982 Black M oun­
tain II performances of Samuel Beckett’s 
Endgame, held, at the University of 
Buffalo in Amherst.
Cast members for “Hamlet Light” in­
clude Buffalo actors Rebecca Shouse and 
Joy D’Augustino. Ms. Shouse has ap­
peared in roles with the Shakespeare 
Caravan at S .U .N .Y ./A .B ., and in 
several productions with the Buffalo 
Theater Collective. She formerly was 
associated with the Simpkins Theater and 
the Shakespeare in Central Park Com ­
panies in Louisville, Kentucky. A  student 
in th e  d ram a d e p a r tm e n t at 
S .U .N .Y ./A .B ., Ms. D’Augustino has 
performed in numerous Shakespeare in 
the Park plays in Buffalo, most recently in 
the 1983 staging o f “Americles” .
Tickets for the opening night benefit 
performance o f “ Hamlet Light” are $15, 
or $25 a pair. A  champagne reception 
will follow the performance, and the aud­
ience is invited to attend. Tickets for the 
remainder o f the schedule will be $5 for 
general addmission and $4 for students, 
seniors and A .D .S . voucher holders.




__David Frank, Artistic Director of
Studio Arena Theatre, announces 
the finalized schedule for the 
Theatre’s 1983-84 season. Open­
ing the new season is W H A T  I DID 
LAST  SUMMER, a heartening and 
nostalgic play by Buffalonian A.R. 
Gurney, Jr., which runs September 
23 through October 16.
CABARET, the vivid, brilliant musical 
based on the play I AM A  CAMERA, by 
John Van Druten, and stories by
DINING OUT 
DINING OUT
WITH CRAIG AND MARGE
By Craig Sherlock and 
Marge Spongia
Grandma Lee’s Bakery and 
Eating Place 
University Plaza 
Buffalo City Line 
***1/2
Food: Cafeteria-style, varied menu 
Cleanliness: Exceptional 
Price Range: Economical 
Service: Quick and Courteous
Have you ever missed sl meal? 
Have you wished you’d missed a 
meal? Would you like a change of 
scenery? If you can answer “Yes” to 
two of the three questions, we sug­
gest a change. Grandma Lee’s may 
be the answer. It’s located about 
one mile away and is accessible with 
one thin quarter and an 8-Main bus 
to the city line.
Grandma Lee’s combines a little bit o f - 
die past with the present. This is especially 
evident in the decor and lighting. The soft 
pine woodwork, dried flower arrangements 
and natural tone of the wallpaper remind 
one of a typical Grandmother’s home. The 
old-fashioned lamps over the seating area 
are not only enjoyable to look at, but they
shed a soft glow. In contrast, the lighting 
fixtures over the cafeteria-style atmosphere 
are ultra-modem and shed a harsh, bright 
light on the easy-to-read menu.
The selections are adequate, and prices 
quite reasonable. W e chose what we felt 
would give an overall view of their 
specialties — sandwiches and baked 
goods. Selected were the roast beef sand­
wich and the salad plate. For a mere 2-3 
dollars, you may choose exactly hqw the 
sandwich is made. Daily baked homemade 
white, rye, or cheese bread with your 
choice of a generous portion of mustard or 
mayonnaise serves as the basis of the “built 
by order” sandwich. All meats are pre­
measured and individually wrapped for 
quicker service. Selections include roast 
beef, corned beef, ham, tuna salad, turkey 
salad, egg salad, ham and cheese and 
reuben. Tomatoes, onions, cucumbers and 
lettuce may be added, as well as Swiss, 
American, or mozzarella cheese. The sand­
wich can be served cold or heated to piping 
hot perfection within an ¿mazing -  30 
seconds in a microwave. Also included is a 
delicious spicy and crunchy pickle. At 49C, 
macaroni or potato salad may be added as 
a side dish. Tossed salad is also ala carte. 
For those of you who don’t like meat but 
would like to accompany your friends, the 
salad bar is an option. Here, however, 
there is one disadvantage; unfortunately,
they start closing the salad bar an hour ear­
ly-
The second entree chosen (salad plate) 
has a varied selection. Tuna salad, egg 
salad, ham salad, or turkey salad are the 
choices, two of which may be chosen. 
Macaroni salad, potato salad, cole slaw, or 
cottage cheese may also be selected. All lie 
on a bed of lettuce with the aforementioned 
tomato, cucumber and onion on the side if 
desired.
Other selections include close to a dozen 
desserts ranging from cookies to tarts to cin­
namon rolls to strawberry sundaes; “hot 
and hearty” meals, including pot pies, chili 
and chicken dinners. Breakfasts are served 
until 11 a.m. and there is a functioning 
bakery on the premises. For easy clean-up, 
everything is served on paper products.
Seating is spacious with only a few seats 
in- hard-to-get-at, sorry-I-hit-you-in-the* 
head-sir places. Hours are Monday -Friday 
from 7 a.m. - 10 p.m., Saturday from 8 
a.m. - 10 p.m. and Sunday from 9 




* * *very good
* * * * excellent
Mr. Sherlock and Ms. Spongia visit these 
restaurants anonymously and unan­
nounced.
Christopher Isherwood, is on stage October 
28 through November 20.
Studio Arena continues its tradition of 
presenting a popular mystery during the 
holidays with Frederick Knott’s thriller, 
W AIT UNTIL DARK, on stage December 
2 through January 1.
THE DRESSER, Ronald Harwood’s 
delightful, amusing story of a time-scarred 
Shakespearean actor and his loyal assis­
tant, is on stage at Studio Arena January 
13 through February 5.
TERRA NOVA, Ted Tally’s spellbinding 
and inspiring drama based bn the 1911 
Scott expedition to the Antarctic, runs 
February 17 through March 11.
George Bernard Shaw’s ARMS AND 
THE MAN, a romantic comedy set in 
Bulgaria, is on stage March 23 through v 
April 15.
Studio Arena presents A  PLACE TO 
STAY, a world premiere by Richard 
Gulliton, April 27 through May 20. A  
PLACE TO STA Y  is an original, contem­
porary love story about two old friends who 
turn to each other in a time of need. The 
result is a touching, often comical, reflec­
tion of modem love.
THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL, original­
ly scheduled for this season, has been 
replaced by ARMS AND THE MAN due to 
budgetary considerations.
Subscriptions for Studio Arena’s 
1983-84 Season are still available, offering 
subscribers a substantial discount on ticket 
prices, as well as discounts on fine dining in 
the Theatre District and savings on single 
tickets and non-series purchases at the Box 
Office. For further details or a brochure, call 
or write Studio Arena Theatre, 710 Main 





9/23 &  9/25 On Golden Pond
9/30 &  10/2 Victory
10/7 &  10/9 The Thing
10/14 &  10/16 Absence of Malice
10/21 &  10/23 The French Connection
10/28 &  1Ö/30 Double Feature —
The Birds and Halloween
11/4 &  11/6 Flashdance
11/11 &  11/13 The Verdict
11/18 &  11/20 Double Feature —
The Sting and The Longest
12/2 &  12/4 48 Hours
12/9 &  12/11 Tootsie
12/16 &  12/18 An Officer and a Gentleman
All movies are free of charge for Daemen students, courtesy of 
the Student Association. Movies and schedule subject to change.
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Development Center (continued from  page 1)
The Placement Office is open Monday 
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Come in to use all the services for 
your employment needs.
The Cooperative Education Program 
(COOP) is deisgned to supplement 
students’ academic programs with profes­
sionally related work experience. Students 
are placed with a variety of employers in 
the community, such as corporations, small 
businesses, government agencies, health 
care facilities, and educational and cultural 
organizations. Academic credit is earned by 
students at the rate of one academic credit 
for every 50 hours of work. To be eligible 
for COOP, students need to finish a full 
academic year at Daemen (transfers, one 
semester), have a minimum 2.0 grade 
point average, and have completed the 
four week COOP Preparation Seminar, 
which is offered continuously every 
semester.
The Director of Cooperative Education, 
Mr. Alan De Back, has had substantial ex­
perience in the career development field. 
He received his B.A. Degree in Psychology 
from the State University College at 
Geneseo, New York, and his M.S. Degree 
in Career and Human Resource Develop­
ment from the Rochester Institute of 
Technology. He also worked as a part-time 
assistant in the COOP Program at RIT. For 
the past two years he has been Coordinator 
o f Cooperative Education on the 
Westchester County Campuses of Pace 
University, and started the COOP Program 
on Pace’s College of White Plains Campus.
Students interested in investigating 
COOP opportunities for the Spring, 1983 
semester, are encouraged to stop by the 
CvOOP Office at 18 East Campus Drive, or 
call extension 334.
The Department of Continuing Educa­
tion will be responsible for the recruitment 
of non-traditional students, coordination of 
advisement for part-time, and the design
and implementation of credit-free programs 
for both professional and personal develop­
ment.
Rosemary Goi, Director, prior to coming 
to Daemen, was the Director of Career 
Planning and Placement at Villa Maria CoL 
lege in Cheektowaga. She was also the 
President of the Board of Directors for the 
Buffalo Area Council on Alcoholism.
The Community Liaison position was 
created to expand Daemen’s commitment 
to participate in a wide variety of communi­
ty and public service activities. The Liaison 
endeavors to establish off-campus contacts 
with businesses and community leaders. 
The primary objective of this activity is an 
increased awareness of community needs 
and the development of an appropriate in­
stitutional response to these needs.
The Liaison will also project the College 
into" the community by developing and 
establishing on-site training programs for 
businesses and non-profit organizations. 
Students interested in meeting with local 
community leaders on campus are invited 
to take advantage of the Liaison’s contacts.
Mr. Richard Horner, the Community 
Liaison, has his Bachelor degree from 
Canistus College and his Masters degree 
from the University o f New  Mexico. He is 
currently taking post-graduate business 
courses at Canisius. Prior to this position, 
Mr. Horner was a Supervisor at Republic 
Steel for ten years.
The Career Planning and Counseling 
Office, under the direction, of O ’Gene 
Donahue, is set up to counsel students 
for such, things as personal goals, per­
sonal problems, marriage counseling, 
and drug cou nse lin g , the P ee r 
Counselors will also still be working out of 
this office. The career planning aspect of 
the office will focus on career decision 
planning, vacational testing, mid-career 
decisions.
Daemen College cordially invites you to the
PARENTS’ WEEKEND & 
HOMECOMING 1983
September 30 - October 2, 1983
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1983
7:00 p.m. MOVIE — “Victory” , Wick Social Room
8:30 p.m. FAM ILY PA R TY  — Talent Show and Cabaret, Wick Social
Room
10:30 p.m. Trivia Contest, Dance Competition and prizes, Rathskeller
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1983
ACADEMIC OPEN HOUSE: Demonstrations and Lectures by 
Academic Departments
MASTER CLASSES: Presentations by Selected Daemen 
Faculty
PICNIC LUNCH ON THE LAW N
SOCCER GAMES: Daemen Men vs Genesee Community Col­
lege; Daemen Soccer Field. Daemen Women vs Niagara 
University; Niagara Soccer Field, BATTLE OF THE 
BANNERS - All Dorms Compete
OKTOBERFEST: MUSIC, BEER TENT, HOT PRETZELS, 
und so veiter
DEAN’S FORUM — New Directions at Daemen. Presiding: 
Patricia E. Curtis, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean 
of the College - Duns Scotus 34 
PRESIDENT’S COCKTAIL PA R TY  - Schenck Lounge 
DINNER DANCE. Music by: Jay Maran Orchestra (Cash Bar), 
Wick Dining Room
9:30 - 10:20 a.m,
10:30 - 11:20 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1983
10:00 a.m. CHAM PAGNE BRUNCH, Wick Dining Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES, Interdenominational:
Schenck Lounge; Mass: Wick Social Room
Mr. Donahue is a current Doctoral stu­
dent at Syracuse University, completing a 
doctorate in Counseling. He has his 
Masters degree in Counseling and Stu­
dent Services from SU N Y College at 
Brockport as well as his Bachelor degree 
in Communication and Elementary 
Education. Prior to taking this position, 
Mr. Donahue was the Director of
Counseling and Testing at Thomkins- 
Cortland Community College.
On September 20 and 21, the Center 
for Professional Development held an 
open house for students and other 
welcomed guests in hopes.that the col­
lege community would familiarize itself 
with the personnel and the services pro­
vided there.
Photo by Jay Jordan/The Ascent
Center for Professional Development staff: (1. to r.) O ’Gène Donahue, Career Planning &  Counseling Direc­
tor, Jeanne Healy, Donahue’s Secretary; Rosemary Goi, Continuing Education Director; Richard Homer, 
Community Liaison; June Cammaleri, Placement Secretary; Nancy Hans, Placement Director; Glenda 
Washington, Continuing Education/Community Liaison Secretary; Patricia Amigo, Cooperative Education 






Dr. Robert Marshall, President 




Objective: T o  com e up with the best idea to 
conserve energy (and m oney) at Daemen.
A ll entries must be received by 
The Ascent by 4 p.m . October 17.
Winner announced November 3 
$50.00 prize for best idea.
U l t p k t n f e 'i i  H u b GOOD
FOR
6861 MAIN and TRANSIT ONE FREE
FRIDAY NIGHT DRINK
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL





$1.00 Mixed Drinks GOOD UNTIL 
10/6
3 SHOTS OF SCHNAPPS $1.25





Albright Knox Art Gallery, 1285 Elmwood 
Ave., 882-8700
Art Park, Lewiston, N .Y ., 694-8191
Burchfield Center, Buffalo State College, 
1300 Elmwood Ave., 862-6011
Kleinhans Music Hall, Symphony Circle 
885-5000
Native American Center, 25 Rainbow Mall, 
Niagara Falls, N .Y ., 284-2427
Cultural:
African American Cultural Center, 350 
Masten Ave., 884-2013
Aquarium of Niagara Falls, 701 Whirlpool 
St., 285-2575
Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, 
25 Nottingham Ct., 873-9644
Buffalo Museum of Science, Humboldt 
Pkwy., 896-5200
Buffalo Zoological Gardens, Delaware Park
837-3900
South Park Conservatory (Botanical 
Gardens), South Park Ave., 825-9816
FM
WBUF -  93 
W BLK -  94 
WJYE -  96 
W GRQ -  97 
WBEN -  102 
W PHD -  103 
W NYS  — 104 
W YRK  -  106 
W UW U -  107
Televisions Stations:
2 -  NBC 
4 - C B S  
7 - A B C
9 — CBC (Canadian)
11 — CTV (Canadian)
17 -  Public T.V.
29 — Independent
Theaters:
Shea’s, 646 Main St., 847-0050 
Studio Arena, 710 Main St., 856-5650 
Theatre of Youth (T .O .Y.) Inc., 681 Main 
St., 856-4410
Cinemas:
Amherst, 3500 Main St., 834-7655 
Buffalo Drive-In, 3085 Harlem Rd. 
893-0406
Center Theatre, 681 Main St., 847-6460 
Cinema I, II, III, Boulevard Mall (Maple Rd.
&  Alberta Dr.), 837-8300 
Como 8 Theatres, Como MaH, 631-3100 
Eastern Hills Cinema, Eastern Hills Mall
632-1080
Holiday Six, 3801 Union Rd., 684-0700 
University Cinema, 4100 Maple Rd. 
837-8373
Night Life:
Brunner’s Tavern, 3989 Main St., 
836-9446
J.P. Bullfeathers, 1010 Elmwood Ave.
885- 3892
Cassidy’s, 2680 Main St., 836-8813 
Boardwalk Cafe, 2176 Delaware Ave. 
877-5411
Cole’s, 1104 Elmwood Ave., 886-1449 
Eduardo’s, 3297 Bailey Ave., 334-2120 
Hotel California, 1180 Hertel Ave. 
875-8525
Locker Room, 1389 Delaware Ave.
886- 9810
Mean Guy’s East, 1089 Niagara Falls Blvd. 
836-2992
Mickey Rats, Main &  Minnesota, 836-9467 
Mister Goodbar’s, 1110 Elmwood Ave. 
886-9178
Melanie’s Pub, 6861 Main St., 632-9538 
Stuffed Mushroom, 2580 Main St. 
836-9152
The Library/BBC, 3405 Bailey Ave. 
833-9292'
The Subway, 2610V2 Main St., 836-7529 




W GR -  55 
WBEN -  930 
WUFO -  1080 
W W O L -  1120 
W YSL -  1400 
WKBW -  1500
Uncle Sam’s, 2525 Walden Ave.
685-3100
Other Attractions:
Buffalo Naval Park, 1 Naval Grove 
847-1773
City Hall (Observation Tower), Niagara Sq.
855- 1773
Miss Buffalo Cruise, 1 Naval Grove
856- 6656 or 822-1598
Old Fort Niagara, Youngstown, N .Y. 
745-7611
Our Lady of Fatima Shrine, Swan Rd., 
Lewiston, N .Y . 754-7489
SKI RESORTS:
Alpine Recreation Area, Rt. 240, 
662-1700
Bristol Mountain, Rt, 64, 374-6421 
Cockaigne, Cherry Creek, 287-3223 
Holiday Valley, Rt. 219, 699-2345 
Kissing Bridge, Rt. 240, 592-4963 
Nor Fin Ski School, Delaware Park, 
627-2725
Peek’n Peek, Off Rt. 426, 355-2227 
Ski Wing, Off Rt. 17, 372-2288 
Swain, Rt. 408, 545-9908 
Tamarack Ridge, Off Rt. 240, 941-3613 
The Mountain, 4292 Creek Rd., 496-6040
RESTAURANTS:
The Carriage House, 3000 Genesee St. 
895-5521
Crouching Lion, 3734 Sheridan Dr. 
837-1835
Bocce’s Club Pizza, 4174 Bailey Ave. 
833-1344
Burger King, 3640 Main St., 836-2288;
5117 Sheridan Dr., 633-2516 
Carvel Ice Cream, 3712 Harlem Rd.
838- 1811
Dairy Queen, 3759 Harlem Rd., 
836-6791
Deli Place, 3588 Main St., 832-1456 
Friendly Ice Cream Shop, 5845 Main St. 
634-8682.
John and Mary’s Subs, 3513 Harlem Rd. 
836-7093; Sheridan Dr., 837-5551, & 
5316 Main St., 634-4049 
Ted’s Jumbo Drive-In, 2312 Sheridan 
Dr., 834-6287
Wendy’s Old Fashioned Hamburgers, 
5244 Main St., 633-5088 

















852-1750 or 856-8885 
855-7211
Fanny’s, 3500 Sheridan Dr., 834-0400 
The Ground Round, 3180 Sheridan Dr. 
834-0400
Howard Johnson, Main &  Kensington 
839-9902
Little White House, 5877 Main St.
633-7755
Perkins’ , 4445 Main St., 837-0296 
Pizza Hut, 3980 Bailey Ave., 832-1210 
Ponderosa Steak House, 3060 Main St. 
836-6800
Uncle John’s Pancake House, 3300 
Sheridan Dr,, 833-8886
Oriental:
Eastern Pearl, 9415 Main St., 759-8887 
Arigato Japanese Steak House, 9074 
Main St., 632-2323 
Taiwan, 4543 Main St., 839-3924 
Wang’s Chinese Restaurant, 2907 Bailey 
Ave., 833-1608
Italian:
Baracini’s, 3820 Union Rd., 681-4200 
Salvatore’s Italian Gardens, 6461 Transit 
Rd., 683-7990
Seafood:
Captain’s Cove, 829 Dick Rd., 632-9967 
Crawdaddy’s, 2 Templeton Terr. 
856-9191
Red Lobster, 4010,Maple Rd., 837-0202 
Fast Food:







Airport Plaza, Genesee St. & Union Rd. 
Boulevard Mall, Niagara Falls Blvd.
& Maple Rd.
Clarence Mall, Transit Rd. &  Main St. 
Eastern Hills Mall, Transit Rd. &  Main St. 
Northtown Plaza, Sheridan Dr. near 
Niagara Falls Blvd.
Sheridan-Hadem Plaza, Sheridan Dr. 
and Harlem Rd.
Transitown Plaza, Transit Rd. &  Main St. 
Bells Supermarket, 5305 Main St. 
Convenient Food Mart, 5651 Main St. 
Snyder Pharmacy, 4536 Main St. 
Wegman’s, 575 Alberta Dr.
Peterson’s Drug, 4498 Main St.
SERVICES:
A A A , 3980 Sheridan Dr., 839-9700 
Gas Stations:
Ben Glaser Tire &  Service. Centers 3434 
Sheridan Dr., 837-2602 
Diquine Sunoco, 4933 Main St. 839-9927 
Jay’s Texaco Service, 3935 Main St. 
836-9350
Jed’s Sunoco, 5732 Main St., 632-9641
Matt’s Village ARCO, 5601 Main St. 
632-4025
Snyder Garage, 4506 Main St., 839-4144 
Banks:
Buffalo Savings Bank, 3980 Sheridan Dr. 
852-5130
Erie Savings Bank, Sheridan-Harlem 
Plaza, 839-4410
Liberty National Bank, 5529 Main St. 
632-6040
M & T, University Plaza, 832-9523 
Marine Midland, 4467 Main St. 839-2000
Hair Care:
Act I Salon, 5727 Main St., 632-2100 
Adam & Eve Hair Design, Georgetown 
Square Plaza, 633-6636 
Edie Adams’ Cut &  Curl, Transitown 
Plaza, 632-8808
Apples, 3949 Main St., 838-5926 
Beauty by O ’Neil, 4446 Main St.
839-0752
Capelle Fashions, 5422 Main St.
634-4111
Continental Coiffures, 4570 Main St. 
839-2760
Great Lengths, Main St. at Eggert
836- 7057
Head Hunters, 5655 Main St., 634-0932 
The Lion’s Man, 4521 Main St., 839-0666 
Your Head, 5945 Main St., 634-9770
Hotels / Motels:
Holiday Inn, 1881 Niagara Falls Blvd. 
691-8181
Holiday Motor Lodge, 6615 Transit Rd. 
634-7700
Lord Amherst, 5000 Main St. 839-2200 
Marriott Hotel, Millersport Hwy. &  1-290 
800-228-9290
University Manor Inn, 3612 Main St.
837- 3344
Williamsville Inn, 5447 Main St. 634-1111 
Post Office:
Chateau Terrace, Snyder 849-5099
SPORTS:
Ticketron Information, 847-8964 
Buffalo Bilb, 1 Bilb Dir., Orchard Park 
649-0015
Buffalo Bisons, War Memorial Stadium, 
884-2211
Buffalo Sabres, Memorial Auditorium 
856-3111




Bus Schedules are available at Wick Desk 
Time and Temperature, 844-1234 
Weather, 643-1234
PIZZA
Bondi’s Pizza, 2450 Elmwood Ave. 
873-2600
Del Sarbo’s, 3933 Harlem Rd., 839-2320 
Domino’s Pizza, 3561 Sheridan Dr. 
837-1080
Fia Mia*, 4612 Main St., 836-2996 
Pizza America, 3081 Main St., 836-29% 
Santora’s, 5271 Main St., 633-5777 
Ziggie’s*, 3969 Main St., 832-1758
*no delivery
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SPORTS
Sports Guide
1983 Men's Soccer Schedule
Mon. Sept. 26 Pitt. Bradford (H) 4:00 PM
Wed. Sept. 28 Roberts Wesleyan (H) 4:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 1 Genesee C.C. (H) 1:00 PM
Wed. Oct. 5 Erie C.C. (H) 4:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 8 Pitt. Bradford (A) 1:00 PM
W ed. Oct. 12 Canisius College (H) 4:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 15 Buffalo State (H) 1:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 22 Gannon University (A) 1:00 PM
Wed. Oct. 26 Nazareth College (A) 3:30 PM
Sat. Oct. 29 Utica Tech (A) 1:00 PM
Mon. Oct. 31 St. Bonaventure (H) 3:00 PM
1983 Women's Soccer Schedule
Sat. Sept. 24 Wells College (A) 1:00 PM
Mon. 26 St. Bonaventure (A) 4:00 PM
Sat. Oct. 1 Niagara University (A) 3:00 PM
Mon. 5 Buffalo State (A) 3:00 PM
Tues. 11 Rochester Inst, of Tech. (H) 3:30 PM
Thurs. 13 University of Buffalo (A) 7:00 PM
Sat. 15 Roberts Wesleyan (H) 3:00 PM
Wed. 19 Houghton College (H) 3:00 PM
Sat. 22 Canisius College (H) 1:00 PM
Wed. 26 Erie County Comm. College (H) 4 :00  PM
Sat. 29 Nazareth College (H) 1:00 PM
The team would really appreciate some support from their fellow students so 
please attend the games.
NOTE: Volleyball and Football Intramural schedules were unavailable at press 
time. Contact Rich Sahaefer for more information.
R.W. Travel Asso.
Thinking About Law School? H i  f  13 Lincoln Rd.
Medical School? ■ yJW  Snyder, N.Y. 14226
Interested in a Career in 839-1001
Business? Government?
Complete Computerized
Find out why English majors have 






See Dr. Morace, Rm. 241 Com e in at Your Convenience
arid Get Your Ticket
Dorm 81 in last year’s intramural football game.
The Blue and Gold — 
Daemen’s Women’s Soccer Team
By Chris Sanchez
The time has come. The ball is set for 
the kick-off.- The men will be separated 
from the boys. It is the time for intramural 
dorm football league to begin its new 
season.
The league will put dorm against dorm,
friend against friend. The games will be 
played using the two-hand method in­
stead of the traditional tackle used by the 
pros. This is to ensure the safety of all 
those who play.
All are welcome to come out and root 
the big ole boys on! ,
by Deb Rowland
The women’s soccer team began practicing on August 27 and continues to practice 
every day from 4 to 6. Practice includes stretches, long distance running, offensive and 
defensive drills, and sprints at the end of practice before the team goes to dinner.
The team was off to U.B. for the Round Robin Tournament this weekend. Daemen 
had three games on Saturday against Wells College, Houghton College, and Monroe 
Community College. They lost all three games but improved after each game. On Sun­
day, Daemen played Niagara, tying them 1-1.
Overall, all players did well at meeting the objectives of the tournament which were to 
learn to play several positions and to learn where the team needs to improve. The team 
should be commended.
Photo by Jean Branigan/The Ascent
The women’s soccer team in action last year.
THE TEAM
COACHES: PAU L H. LEHM ANN 
TOM  CO LLINS
NUMBER NAME POSITION
1 CIND Y MULLEN CENTER HELD
(Returning Junior)
4 DEB RO W LAND MIDFIELD
5 JANANNE PARKER FORW ARD
6 COLLEEN COSTELLO MIDFIELD
7 SUE AYERS FORWARD/MIDFIELD
8 DEB H ARRING TO N 
(Returning Sophomore)
FORW ARD
9 DENISE LINK 
(Returning Senior)
FORWARD/MIDFIELD
10 C A R O L M cK AY SWEEPER
14 M AR LA  EMOS 
(Returning Senior)
FORWARD/MIDFIELD
15 A N N  HENNESSEY GOALIE/FULLBACK
(Returning Junior)
17 THERESA BURNES, Captain 
(Returning Senior)
CENTER FORW ARD
18 D O NNA GULICK FULLBACK
19 SUE YESSIAN, Captain STOPPER
BRENDA H AM ILTO N 
(Returning Junior)
GOALIE
A M Y  KUBIAK 
(Returning Junior)
MIDFIELD
20 YV O N N E  GINTHER FULLBACK
21 MICHELE YO H E Y FULLBACK
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GARFIELD«
C O M E J O NO N
E MU P A N P A l
T H E R E 'S  A  F R E S H  N E W  P A Y  
O U T  T H E R E . A R E  Y O U  G O IN G  
TO J O IN  M E ,  O R  A R E  V O U  
G O IN G  TO  L IE  T H E R E  A N P  
W IT H E R  A W A V ?
by Jim Davis
T H E R E 'S  N O T H IN G  
W O R SE  T H A N  A  
B O R N -A G A IN  
J O G G E R
FISH TALES by Mike Scamacca
A H H . WHAT A
BEAUTIFUL EVENING. 
\ YA, U KE  LOOK/ \
AT THE S I Z E ______ .J
Of THAT MOON. —
/
HEY SHAD...IS IT TRUE 
THAT A  FULL MOON HAS 
LIKE. STRANGE EFFECTS 
ON OOR OCEAN TIDE OR 
SOMETHING?
I  DON’T KNOW 
MONROE BUT IT DOES 
HAVE SOME WEIRD 
EFFECTS Ohl PEOPLE. U K E , W H AT 
KIND OF EFFECTS?
w ell  t h ey  sa y
SOM E PEOPIETURN 
INTO WEREWOLVES 
AND VAMPIRES.
WOW, THAT'S TOTALLY 
AW50ME! LIKE, DO  
YOU THINK IT COULD 
HAPPEN TO FISH TOO?
DON’T BE SIUY. WE FISH
ARE TO INTELLIGENT T O  LIKE, YOU’ RE.
BELIEVE IN  SUPERSTITIONS. PHSW^W RIGHT
BANANAS
by Marianne Barnas
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CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Juniors and seniors who will be seeking 
New York State teacher certification while 
at Daemen CoUege and who currently 
possess a cumulative average of 3.0 or 
higher may be eligible for membership in 
KAPPA  DELTA PI, the international 
honor society in education. For informa­
tion, contact Mrs. Stafford, Box 633 or 
telephone extension 350 as soon as possi­
ble.
Buffalo State College’s SUB Concerts and 
University of Buffalo’s UUAB are proud 
to present an evening with GRAHAM  
PARKER and special guests.
The concert will take place on Satur­
day, September 24,1983 at Buffalo State 
College’s New Gym. Doors open at 8:30 




W e have a new location on 
Harlem Rd. in Snyder. Our 
other locations are in 
Cheektowaga, Amherst and 
Tonawanda. —
ABORTION?
There is another way. Call 
R ,A .P . Responsible Adoles­
cent  Paren t ing ,  (716 )  
824-4709 for Free help with 
your pregnancy. Medical 
care, counseling, prepared 
childbirth and after care ser­
vices are all available. Call 
Now!
Typists: PROFESSIONAL, 
fast, reasonable, all jobs! 
B u f fa lo :  8 3 6 - 3 4 3 6 ;
Tonawanda: 693-7096.
HELP W ANTED : PART- 
TIME position available for 
college student to represent 
travel company on campus. 
Earn commission, free travel 
and work experience. Con­
tact: Beachcomber Tours, 
Inc.  1325  M i l l e r spo r t  
Hgwy., Williamsville, N Y  
14221, 716-632-3723.
Earn extra money. Become 
an independent dealer sell­
ing ingenious art posters. 
Send $2.50 for catalog and 
information to Castle Arts, 
P .O . Box 587A, Altamont, 
N Y  12009.
Ride needed to and from 
school Mon.-Fri. Will help 
with gas. Diane Schottke, 
882-0755.
Tickets are priced at $6.50 for students 
and $8.50 for general public/
For more information, please contact 
Chris Kostelas at 636-2957.
The Friends (Grosvenor Society) of the 
Buffalo &  Erie County Public Library in­
vite you to enjoy Books &  Music Sand­
wiched In lunch hour concerts and book 
talks free on alternating Mondays through 
November 21, 1983 at the Central 
Library, Lafayette Square, Buffalo, N .Y.
EPIC — Effective Parenting Information 
for Children - is in need of volunteers to 
provide childcare for children of parents 
attending workshops. The commitment is 
for six two-hour workshops. A  series of 
free training sessions for volunteers will 
begin Saturday, September 24th at 
Buffalo State College, Bacon Hall, at 
9:00 a.m. For information and registra­
tion, call 884-4064.
W e have great news! Thanks to the efforts 
of our- Audio Visual Department, the 
public address system in Wick Center is 
functional.
Announcem ents will be made 
Monday - Friday at 11:30 a.m. and 
12:30 p.m. If you need to ¿jet information 
to those in Wick Dining Room, the 
Rathskeller and Schenck Commuter 
Lounge at those times, we will need that 
message typed clearly by 11:00 a.m. the 
day the announcement is to be made.
Let’s all make use of this excellent vehi­
cle for communicating to each other.
W e are interested in getting a brief 
paragraph about your organization. The 
paragraph may include the following: The 
events your group holds for the college 
community, what kind of people may join 
the group, or anything else that may be 
interesting to the college community. 
Please include the name of the organiza­
tion and the person who wrote the article.
Deadline for this is October 14, 1983. 
Please put these in the SUMMIT mailbox 
at Wick Desk or mailbox #67.
Gail Marchese 
Michael A. Piscitello 
SUMMIT 1984 Co-Editors-in-Chiefs 
P.S. Time does not permit our staff to 
do many write-ups, therefore, if you wish 
to have a paragraph accompanying your 
group photo, someone in your organiza­
tion must submit the paragraph.
HELP WANTED
Our part-time and full-time job listings are updated 
daily. This is a partial listing of jobs available. 
Please come to the Placement Office, '18 East 
Campus Dr. for a complete job description. Also, 
check the Job Opportunities Bulletin for all areas.
Help Wanted: Child Care, Clerical, House­
keeping, Restaurent, Sales*, Telephone/Mar- 
keting.
’ Stores are NOW  HIRING for Christmas help. 
Plan to apply-soon.
PERSONALS
Editor’s Note: The Ascent will print a maximum 
of three (3) personals per person per issue. It is 
also our policy to include what is fit to print — that 
is, material that does not in any way insult, 
damage, or suggest vulgarity and/or obscenity. 
When submitting any items for publication in the 
Classified section, the author MUST SIGN it. The 
item will not be printed if you fail to do that.
Reinaldo is in La La Land!
Reinaldo is sick, sick, sick! Sincerely,- The Other 
P R .
Maggot - keep up the good work. Just keep 
thinking of those black lungs and you’ll make it. 
Non-smoking Section.
Congratulations go out to Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Battline of Baldwin, L.l. and their new addition to 
the world, Jennifer Anne, born May 26, 4:01 
p.m. She was 7 lbs., 11 oz. at birth.
THIS WEEK’S 
QUIZ
Q. WHAT'S “LOVE  
OF PETE?”
Turn Upside Down 
For Answers
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MAIN &  HARLEM
839-0031
MON-SAT 9 a m - 9 p m  
SUN 9  a m - 5  p m
ITA  M IA
PIZZERIA
839-1126
4612 M AIN ST.
OPEN I TUES. - SUN. 4 p.m.-MID.
CLOSED MONDAYS
t
w / cou p o n w / c o u p o n w / c o u p o n
One Liter of Pop 
With Purchase of 
a Large Cheese 
and One Item 
Pizza
$5.95 + Tax 
50 Jumbo
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